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Terry Haines, our colleague and head of Political Analysis in Washington has views 
on these topics as well. 

China’s $16 bln. China has identified products to tariff to match the US next step of 
$16 bln. And China has pledged to respond (‘same size and strength’), a combination 
of ‘quantity and quality’ following DC’s lead if tariffs are set on another $200 or $400 
bln of additional tariffs.

Below we show China’s ‘List 1’ – Products to be tariffed effective with the first US 
action ($34 bln), mostly agriculture. 

And China’s ‘List 2’ – Products to be tariffed effective with the second US action 
($16 bln).

Further perspective below.  Summary of China lists and links to US lists of 
products to be tariffed in the back.

US leader; Beijing follower. Beijing wants President Trump to own this episode.  
Beijing is in react mode – to actions, not to tweets, reports, studies, speeches. It is 
easy to see this as lose-lose, likely with collateral damage in other countries as 
economic doubts arise and as decision-making freezes.

Discussions expected up to July 6. Both sides we believe see lose-lose, but want 
more than the other seems willing to give. We believe China feels little need to 
compromise before July 6, having been thru an unpredictable process to date. And 
concessions by the US side with little in return may not be the best bet.

Tariffs on US Agricultural imports from China if DC acts July 6. China’s response 
on July 6 is to impose tariffs mostly on the US ag sector (see table). So in mid-
summer 2018 the US ag sector may be facing higher tariffs on their production as 
opposed to facing a sharply rising market because of a new agreement for China to 
buy more US agriculture. This would be a turnaround.

How will Section 301 tariffs work? Unhappy with Beijing’s ‘China’s Made-in-China 
2025’ program of lifting the tech sector, their version of state capitalism which the US 
feels is unfair, Washington has decided on its’ ‘tool of choice’ to reverse this direction 
being tariffs (all have seen, heard this thrust). The first real, big slice of this effort is 
about to be made effective on July 6.

‘A Coalition of the Willing.’ Going into this Section 301 tech-sector episode Beijing’s 
fear was that a ‘coalition of the willing’ comprised of the world’s developed nations 
(US, EU, Canada, Japan, South Korea, Australia, others) all angry at persistent China 
tech wrongdoing, would band together with a unified message – ‘China, this must 
stop, or we all will be after you.’ 

That Beijing worry is now gone. But with many other economic, strategic and 
simply approach differences having surfaced among this list of economic partners and 
historical allies over the last 18 months, and with sharp alienations now apparent, 
China now faces no wide foe demanding it to change its behavior.

Staying power. We believe China has real staying power in this test, but time will tell.  
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DC feels similarly. And we see Beijing playing the long game, with a time-frame 
suitable to China’s open-ended presidency, and aware of the US systems with its’ 
regular 2-year and 4-year election cycles. 

Trade war and trade peace simultaneously. We believe a bitter trade dispute in 
certain sectors and industries (as above) could have alongside it trade peace with US 
and Chinese cooperation in other sectors and industries.

LNG and aircraft. Beijing has explicitly exempted LNG and Aircraft from its tariff 
target list.

Tariffs next step, $16 bln by US and China response. Washington is now 
reviewing an additional $16 bln of tariffs, soliciting comments, and to hold hearing 
before finalizing. No date has been established, but an August date seems plausible.  
If so, there would be a 30-45 day period for both sides to take stock and review 
whether this tit-for-tat tariffs is the right direction.

China’s ‘Made-in-China 2025’ program we believe is not up for negotiation by 
Beijing. It is their version of state capitalism, and remains a key sticking point. 

Tech continuum, at two extremes. Stealing computer code (illegal, tech theft) is at 
one end. And reverse engineering (legal, long history in all industries as at the other 
end. We do not see a simple solution in identifying and getting agreement on those 
shades of gray in the middle.

‘Forced tech transfer.’ Beijing sees this as a non-issue. Sovereign, Beijing sets its 
own rules for participation within China’s economy. Companies that do not agree with 
these rules are free to not participate.

Added $200 bln and another $200 bln. Washington has pledged, in retaliation to 
China’s response to DC’s original $50 bln ($34 bln, and $16 bln) to widen the tariffs at 
a 10% rate on another $400 bln of Chinese exports to the US. Time will tell on this.

Similar size and strength – ‘qualitative and quantitative.’ Beijing has pledged to 
respond to the US but in a slightly different way. 

US companies operating in China? Added tariffs, $200 bln, $400 bln by the US 
would precipitate more China non-tariff barriers, making operations by US companies 
in China difficult – to varying degrees. Since these US companies hire 
overwhelmingly.  Chinese workers in China, jobs domestically at home would be at 
risk if pressures are strong. This will become company-by-company.

Non-tariff barriers. Historically, non-tariff barriers have been more problematic and 
enduring than tariffs. Think rules and regulations, tweaked and/or designed to be 
constructive, but which in practice simply throw sand in the gears – approvals, 
registrations, inspections, hurdles, bottlenecks – runarounds in a word. Runarounds 
are not illegal, but they are effective.

Tariffs not like investment limitations. Throughout history, in many countries, tariffs 
come and go, in that sense being easy and temporary.

But investment limitations. Overseas investment limitations are hard and tend to
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be more permanent. New CFIUS legislation in the works in Washington threatens to 
nearly stop outbound investment activity by China into the US. (See Terry Haines on 
the particulars). 

Higher US exports to China. This prospect seemed hopeful a month ago (POTUS 
wanted a decline in the US-China trade deficit -- $100-200 bln), but was put aside by 
China when Washington announced plans for new tariffs on May 29. It is not dead, 
but now dormant.

China opening up markets. China has been opening up markets step-by-step, and 
likely more to come, but a tariff war is a dampener (to understate).

Lower tariffs on incoming US products to China. Autos, China had already 
agreed to cut tariffs imports form the US from 25% to 15%. That stands, but if DC 
pursues these potential July 6 new tariffs, Beijing has indicated a 25% hike back on 
cars, bring the tariff to 40%, higher than before.

Much more is likely to be in play in the coming days and weeks. Ask us for 
elaboration as appropriate.

Staying New Staying New 
Soybean Pork

Corn Poultry
Cotton Fish

Sorghum Shellfish
Wheat Dairy Prod.
Beef Vegetables

Orange Juice Nuts Medical Equip.
Whiskey Fruit Coal
Tobacco Rice Coke

Auto Prep. Meat/Fish Crude Oil
Auto Parts Denatured Alcohol Refined Oil

Chemical Prod.
Petrochem Prod. (expanded)

*Petroleum Gas 

* Aircraft not on any New List, Petroleum Gas doesn't include LNG Source: MoCom, MoF

China's Original and Updated Tariff List(s) on Imports from the U.S.

106 Items, $50 Bln

Auto Parts

545 Items, $34 Bln 114 Items, $16 Bln

Chemical Prod.

*Aircraft
Petrochem Prod.

List 2 (Effective Date Pending)

Corn

Tobacco
Auto

Soybean

Original List, 
 2018-04-04

Cotton
Sorghum
Wheat
Beef

Orange Juice
Whiskey

Updated Lists, 2018-06-16
List 1 (Effective 2018-07-06)

US List 1, $34 bln, 818 items, Jul 6.
US List 2, $16 bln, 284 items, pending.
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News Tracker – Jun 22, 2018 
Yuan per USD (On vs. Off in basis point)

Rate CP Fixing On-shore Off-shore On vs. Off

6/22/2018 6.4804 6.4955 6.4978 -23

vs. Trump 4.6% 4.5% 4.6%

vs. Brexit 1.5% 1.3% 1.4%

vs. 8/10/15 -5.6% -4.4% -4.4%

1D Ago 6.4706 6.4932 6.5001 -69

2D Ago 6.4586 6.4738 6.4811 -73

3D Ago 6.4235 6.4853 6.4772 81

4D Ago 6.4306 6.4387 6.4547 -160

5D Ago 6.4306 6.4387 6.4367 20

1M Ago 6.3799 6.3675 6.3516 159

3M Ago 6.3167 6.3350 6.3395 -45

End-2017 6.5342 6.5068 6.5143 -75

6M Ago 6.5821 6.5773 6.5670 103

1Y Ago 6.8197 6.8348 6.8371 -23

2Y Ago 6.5935 6.5784 6.5820 -36

3Y Ago 6.1104 #N/A N/A 6.2036 #VALUE!

4Y Ago 6.1524 6.2255 6.2275 -20

5Y Ago 6.1766 6.1329 6.1313 16

Source: Bloomberg

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA (CPC)

Armed with interactive online courses, generous funding 

and new dedicated research institutes, China’s universities 

are on the frontlines of an effort to promote the thinking of 

President Xi to China and the world. --- Reuters, Jun 22

CURRENCY & EXCHANGE RATE

Former SAFE official said recent decline in yuan against 

USD was mainly driven by short-term negative sentiment 

in the market, and there is no panic about yuan and the 

currency’s future moves hinge on China’s economy --- 

Financial News, BBG, Jun 22

DEBT & FIXED-INCOME MARKET

National Interbank Funding Center’s recently issued rules 

on anonymous auction of bonds, including defaulted issues, 

are said to help boost liquidity of defaulted debt securities. --

- 21st CBH, BBG, Jun 22

China is said to gradually scrap mandatory requirement of 

credit rating in bond issuance, with no specific timetable. --- 

China Business Journal, BBG, Jun 22

E-COMMERCE

Google is said to have discussed how its investment in 

JD.com would help it launch sales of consumer gadgets in 

China. --- BBG, Jun 21

FISCAL, TAXATION & GOV'T FINANCE

The minimum threshold for personal income tax is 

proposed increase to 5,000 yuan ($769.50) per month, up 

from 3,500 yuan ($538.65) per month, under an amendment 

draft submitted Jun 19 to NPC. --- BBG, Jun 21

FOREIGN RELATIONS

Some White House officials are said to be trying to restart 

talks with China to avoid a trade war before US tariffs on 

Chinese products take effect on Jul 6. --- BBG, Jun 21

Ross: If it really does get to be a big war, we have many 

more bullets than any of these other countries. Anyone who 

thinks the economy is being wrecked doesn’t know what 

they’re talking about. --- BBG, Jun 21

China Daily: The woes the Trump administration is 

inflicting on Chinese companies do not simply translate 

into boons for US enterprises and the US economy. --- 

Reuters, Jun 21

Global Times: China should develop its economy and 

remain unified as a way to counteract the pressure from 

Washington’s tough China policy, and maintain strategic 

composure. --- BBG, Jun 22

American military aircraft operating in the Pacific Ocean is 

said to have been targeted by lasers more than 20 times in 

recent months. --- WSJ, BBG, Jun 22

Chinese Foreign Ministry said report in US media saying 

China targeted American military aircraft with lasers in E. 

China Sea is groundless and fabricated. --- BBG, Jun 22

MONETARY POLICY & INTEREST RATES

Economic Information Daily commentary: China’s efforts 

to cut leverage in financial sector would be compromised if 

regulator restores liquidity flooding by simply easing 

monetary policy. --- BBG, Jun 22

OUTBOUND INVESTMENT

Portuguese construction company Teixeira Duarte agreed 

to sell its 7.5% stake in bridge operator Lusoponte to 

builder China Construction. --- Expresso, BBG, Jun 21

TRADE DISPUTES

MoCom said China will levy AD duties on styrene imports 

from the U.S ., S . Korea and Taiwan for five years starting 

Jun 23. --- BBG, Jun 22
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News Tracker – Jun 21, 2018 -- 1 

BANKS, BANKING & LOANS, DEBT

Fitch: China’s tightened regulatory stance has slowed the 

build-up in financial-sector risks, but these measures 

haven’t reduced risks meaningfully enough to warrant the 

type of sector-wide bank rating upgrades. --- BBG, Jun 21

ENERGY -- OIL

Chinese oil buyers are said to keep taking crude from the 

U.S . through September, but plan to reduce future 

purchases to avoid a likely import tariff. --- Reuters, Jun 21

FISCAL, TAXATION & GOV'T FINANCE

MoF said China will keep strengthening supervision on 

local gov't debt. --- BBG, Jun 21

FOREIGN RELATIONS

Chinese trade officials are said to have quietly approached 

their US counterparts seeking ways to minimize punitive 

tariffs on Chinese exports and avoid a full-blown trade war. -

-- Market News International, BBG, Jun 21

Navarro: If Trump decides to impose investment 

restrictions on China, he would do so to prevent China from 

buying S ilicon Valley. --- BBG, Jun 20

Xi hit back at critics, saying in a speech that those who 

think China's opening up is "a joke" haven’t seen the 

confidence that Chinese people have in reform efforts. --- 

BBG, Jun 21

Xi to 20 foreign CEOs in Beijing: We should also abandon 

those Cold War mentalities and zero sum games. We need 

to focus on win-win cooperation to build a new type of 

international relations. --- BBG, Jun 21

MoCom: China has no choice but to include US goods in 

retaliatory tariff list if the U.S . releases new list of $200 bln 

Chinese imports for duties. China’s retaliatory tariff list 

not conflicting with its expanding of imports. The U.S . 

abuses tariffs and uses China as scapegoat of its own 

structural problems. --- BBG, Jun 21

MoCom: It is deeply regrettable that the U.S . has been 

capricious, escalated the tensions, and provoked a trade war. 

The U.S . is accustomed to holding big sticks for 

negotiations, but this approach does not apply to China. --- 

Reuters, Jun 20

Ross said Trump wants China to cut its trade barriers and 

protect US intellectual property, but believes Beijing will 

not do so without increased pressure from the U.S . --- 

Reuters, Jun 20

Ross: We’re going to fix the problem of protectionism 

around the world and we’re going to fix it by making it 

more painful for those countries to do bad practices than to 

do the right thing, which is to lower the trade barriers and 

lower their tariffs. --- BBG, Jun 21

Ross: I don’t think the Chinese want a trade war any more 

than we do. We were not able to accomplish enough to 

justify in the president’s mind not going ahead with the 

tariffs. So I think there are already some signs that we may 

get some ultimate resolution. --- BBG, Jun 20

Several GOP lawmakers said they and President Donald 

Trump made progress Wednesday toward a compromise that 

would let Chinese telecommunications giant ZTE Corp. 

stay in business while addressing lawmakers’ national 

security concerns. --- BBG, Jun 20

Ross on ZTE: If there are any further violations, we will 

shut them down. --- BBG, Jun 21

Some Republican and Democratic US lawmakers asked 

Google to reconsider its work with Huawei, which they 

described as a security threat. --- Reuters, Jun 20

Xinhua: The U.S . will not succeed in extreme pressure and 

blackmail amid its threat to impose tariffs on another $200 

bln of Chinese imports. --- BBG, Jun 20

Global Times: China could hit back at US firms listed on 

the Dow Jones Industrial Average if Trump keeps 

exacerbating tensions over trade. --- Reuters, Jun 20

Xi said China is willing to share its experience with N. 

Korea and strengthen unity and cooperation to jointly 

create a better future for the socialist cause. --- Xinhua, 

BBG, Jun 20

Kim said he paid a good and satisfactory visit to China and 

promised Xi to have a new meeting. --- KCNA, BBG. Jun 20

MoCom said Vice Premier Liu He will meet with a senior 

EU delegation in Beijing next week. --- Reuters, Jun 20

INDUSTRIAL OVERCAPACITY

Finance minister said China spent 22.2 bln yuan ($3.43 bln) 

in 2017 on resettling 377,000 workers laid off as a result of 

capacity cut in the steel and coal sectors --- Reuters, Jun 20

INVESTMENT OVERSEAS

China Energy Investment Corp cancelled a scheduled trip 

to West Virginia to discuss a planned $83.7 bln investment. -

-- Reuters, BBG, Jun 20

Cosco Shipping Holdings offered to put a large container 

terminal in Long Beach in a U.S .-run trust for a year until 

it is sold to relieve US national security concerns of 

Chinese ownership of the facility. --- BBG, Jun 20
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News Tracker – Jun 21, 2018 -- 2 

MACRO-ECONOMY

MoF: Accelerating fiscal spending will support stable 

economic growth. --- BBG, Jun 21

MONETARY POLICY & INTEREST RATES

PBoC: Overall liquidity at banking system will further 

increase given PBoC’s interest payment for banks’ required 

reserves and fiscal spending towards end of the month. --- 

BBG, Jun 21

According to a State Council meeting report, China will 

use monetary policy tools, including cutting reserve 

requirements for some banks, to boost credit supply to 

smaller companies. --- BBG, Jun 21

China Central Depository & Clearing official said China 

should moderately lower RRR at appropriate time to 

maintain stable liquidity. --- BBG, Jun 20

PROPERTY & LAND MARKETS, HOUSING

S&P: There should be more negative rating actions in the 

near future for Chinese developers if financing conditions 

remain tight and cash collections continue to be slow. --- 

BBG, Jun 21

TRADE DISPUTES

USDoC made preliminary ruling that Chinese, Indian, 

South Korean and Turkish exporters of large-diameter 

welded pipe received subsidies that are subject to offsetting 

duties. --- BBG, Jun 20

June 22, 2018
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News Tracker – Jun 20, 2018 

AUTOS & ALL VEHICLES

Metals Australia has signed a preliminary deal to develop a 

graphite mine in Canada in partnership with a Chinese 

supplier to the battery industry for an unspecified amount 

of funding. --- Reuters, Jun 19

CHINESE BUSINESS OVERSEAS

ZTE and the U.S . are said to be still working on escrow pact 

to lift ban. --- Reuters, Jun 19

ENVIRONMENT -- AIR POLLUTION

A senior environmental official said China will shut down 

small-scale scattered coal burning in the heavily coal-

dependent provinces of Shanxi and Shaanxi by 2020. --- 

Reuters, Jun 19

EQUITIES -- CHINA

Major China newspapers soothe investors after A-Share 

plunge. --- BBG, Jun 20

FOREIGN RELATIONS

Navarro said multiple rounds of talks between US and 

Chinese officials had not yielded progress, and Trump has 

taken action on behalf of the American people and it’s a 

necessary defense of the crown jewels of American 

technology and intellectual property against Chinese theft. -

-- Reuters, Jun 19

Navarro: It’s clear that China does have much more to lose. -

-- SCMP, Jun 20

The Trump administration accused China of hijacking 

intellectual property and pursuing industrial policies that 

threaten U.S . economic and national security in a scathing 

report released by the White House, claiming that China’s 

spectacular economic growth has been achieved in 

significant part through aggressive acts, policies and 

practices that fall outside of global norms and rules. --- 

BBG, Jun 20

China Daily: Faced with this heightened intimidation from 

the U.S ., China has no choice but to fight back with 

targeted and direct measures aimed at persuading the U.S . 

to back off, since it appears that any concessions it makes 

will not appease the Trump administration, which wants to 

suck the lifeblood from the Chinese economy. --- Reuters, 

Jun 19

China is said to link easing or removing sanctions on N. 

Korea with progress in denuclearization. --- Yonhap, BBG, 

Jun 20

Xi told Kim that China will continue to exercise its 

constructive role on joint issues including the 

denuclearization of the Korean peninsula. --- BBG, Jun 19

Kim during meeting with Xi: Denuclearization will open 

up new prospects if both sides can implement the consensus 

of the summit step by step solidly. --- BBG, Jun 20

FOREIGN TRADE

Airbus is said to in talks to rescue China plane sale. --- 

BBG, Jun 20

IPOs

China Mobile and Qualcomm are said to be among 

companies that are in talks to buy stock in Xiaomi’s Hong 

Kong IPO as cornerstone investors. --- BBG, Jun 20

June 22, 2018
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News Tracker – Jun 19, 2018 -- 1 

DEBT & FIXED-INCOME MARKET

PBoC's Shanghai office simplifies registration of 

investment by overseas institutional investors in the 

interbank bond market. --- BBG, Jun 19

EQUITIES -- CHINA

PBoC Governor Yi urged investors to stay calm and said 

investors should treat fluctuations in stock market 

rationally, and PBoC will be forward-looking, prepare 

relevant policies, and comprehensively use various 

monetary policy tools to maintain stable liquidity. --- SSN, 

BBG, Jun 19

FOREIGN RELATIONS

USTR said it expects to complete the public comment period 

for the second set of tariffs on Chinese goods on Jul 31. --- 

Reuters, Jun 18

Trump: I directed the USTR to identify $200 bln worth of 

Chinese goods for additional tariffs at a rate of 10%. After 

the legal process is complete, these tariffs will go into effect 

if China refuses to change its practices, and also if it insists 

on going forward with the new tariffs that it has recently 

announced. If China increases its tariffs yet again, we will 

meet that action by pursuing additional tariffs on another 

$200 bln of goods. --- The White House, Jun 18

MoCom: Such a move to apply extreme pressure and 

blackmail deviates from the consensus the two sides 

reached during their consultations and disappoints the 

international community. If the U.S . loses its senses and 

publishes such a list, China will have to take 

comprehensive quantitative and qualitative measures to 

retaliate forcefully. --- BBG, Jun 19

Chinese Foreign Ministry urged the U.S . to return to 

rationality and stop words and deeds that hurt other nations 

and itself and said the U.S . has lost its credibility to the 

world, and the U.S .’s accusations against China are 

groundless and serve to cover protectionism and 

unilateralism. --- BBG, Jun 19

Pompeo: Chinese leaders over these past few weeks have 

been claiming openness and globalization, but it’s a joke. 

It’s the most predatory economic gov't that operates against 

the rest of the world today. This is a problem that’s long 

overdue in being tackled. --- BBG, Jun 18

Xi held talks with Kim in Beijing and said China will keep 

supporting N. Korea, and he was very happy to see the 

positive outcome of Kim's meeting with Trump. --- CCTV, 

BBG, Jun 19

White House Council of Economic Advisers Chairman: Now 

is the right time to pressure China on its trade policies 

because the U.S . economy is strong enough to absorb 

uncertainty arising from bilateral tensions. --- BBG, Jun 18

Chinese ambassador to Australia accused Australia of 

harboring a Cold War mentality and said less bias and 

bigotry was needed to repair strained relations between 

China and Australia. --- Reuters, Jun 18

FOREIGN TRADE

USDA economist on Chinese import tariffs: We are starting 

to see some market effects, for example some slight decline 

in U.S . pork variety meat being sold to China and some 

orange frozen concentrate exports to China declining in 

recent months. --- BBG, Jun 19

Trump is said to have told Cook that the US gov't would not 

levy tariffs on iPhones assembled in China. --- NYT, Reuters, 

Jun 18

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Chinese gov't is said to have asked BOE Tech to buy at least 

50% of its driver ICs from Chinese suppliers to help 

develop the China’s semiconductor industry. --- Economic 

Daily, BBG, Jun 19

IPOs

Xiaomi CDR is said to be delayed until after Hong Kong 

IPO, triggered by a dispute between Xiaomi and regulators 

over its CDR valuation. --- Reuters, BBG, Jun 19

MACAU & GAMING

At least five Chinese-owned resorts are said to be laying the 

groundwork for so-called entertainment bars in Hainan, 

where players put down real money on games but receive 

their winnings in the form of points that can be redeemed 

in local shops, restaurants and hotels. --- BBG, Jun 19

MACRO-ECONOMY

NDRC Chairman said China should adopt more targeted 

policies on boosting effective investment and supporting 

real economy. --- BBG, Jun 19

MONETARY POLICY & INTEREST RATES

PBoC research head: Statutory reserve requirement should 

be lowered moderately to ease burden for banks as they face 

restraint in capital adequacy and reserves amid China’s 

regulatory moves, which include bringing some off-sheet 

assets to balance sheet. --- BBG, Jun 19

PBoC offered 200 bln yuan of MLF with no MLF maturing, 

taking net injection to 403.5 bln yuan so far this month, the 

most since Dec 2016. --- BBG, Jun 19
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News Tracker – Jun 19, 2018 -- 2 

PROPERTY & LAND MARKETS, HOUSING

NDRC held a symposium recently with some banks and 

fund management companies in Beijing to study and 

discuss situation of the real estate industry. --- BBG, Jun 19

TRADE DISPUTES

The EU is examining whether to extend measures to control 

imports of solar panels from China. --- Reuters, Jun 19

USDoC has determined that Chinese common alloy 

aluminum sheet products will be subject to preliminary AD 

duties. --- Reuters, Jun 18
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Equity Tracker – Shanghai, Shenzhen – 6/22/2018 

Shanghai Composite Index

Source: Bloomberg
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Most Recent 30 Days
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Most Recent 2 Years
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CSI 300 - Components
30-Day Performance of Industry Groups

Source: Bloomberg
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Close         

+/- %
Positive News Negative News

2889.8 Index closed up, paring a week loss to 4.4%.

0.5%

2875.8 Index fell to its two-year closing low, on US-China

-1.4% trade tension.

2915.7 Index edged up, as official optimism calmed the

0.3% immediate panic over US-China trade tension.

2907.8 Index plunged to a two-year low, on US-China trade

-3.8% tension.

3021.9 Index plumbed a 20-month low, on US-China trade

-0.7% tension, capping a weekly loss at 1.5%.

3044.2 Index extended the loss, on disappointing economic

-0.2% data and renewed trade tensions.
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Equity Tracker – Hong Kong – 6/22/2018 

Hang Seng Index (Hong Kong)

Source: Bloomberg
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Hang Seng Index (Hong Kong)

Source: Bloomberg
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Hang Seng – Industry Groups
1-Day Performance of Industry Groups

Source: Bloomberg
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29338.7 Index edged up, paring a weekly loss to 3.2%. Investors remained on edge about US-China trade

0.2% dispute.

29296.1 Index fell, on concerns about liquidity and US-China 

-1.4% trade tension.

29696.2 Index rebounded, led by large-caps amid US-China

0.8% trade tension.

29468.2 Index suffered its biggest fall in more than 4 months,

-2.8% on US-China trade conflict.

30309.5 Index posted it worst weekly loss since Mar, at 2.1%,

-0.4% on Fed rate hike and US-China trade tensions, 

30440.2 Index slid, after Fed raised interest rate and signaled 

-0.9% two more rate hikes by the end of Dec.
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Equity Tracker – Taipei – 6/22/2018 

Taiex Index (Taipei)

Source: Bloomberg
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Taiex Index (Taipei)

Source: Bloomberg
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1-Day Performance of Industry Groups
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Taiex – Industry Groups
30-Day Performance of Industry Groups

Source: Bloomberg
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10899.3 Index ended lower, following Wall Street plunge

-0.4% overnight, capping a weekly loss at 1.7%.

10941.1 Index edged higher, after US equities were 

0.1% buoyed by gains in tech stocks overnight.

10927.4 Index ended higher, led by large-caps.

0.2%

10904.2 Index fell, on renewed trade tensions between the

-1.7% U.S. and China.

11087.5 Index ended higher, led by select large-caps in

0.7% electronics sector, paring a weekly loss to 0.6%.

11014.0 Index fell, led by TSMC, on US Fed rate hike.

-1.4%
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